GUILTY PLEASURES
OH OUI!

Forget raiding the produce drawer, the Oh Oui! is a much better piece of fuckable food.
The hot-pink silicone banana is one of the most fun toys you’ll find. While shaped like
everyone’s favorite fruit, the zero-calorie plaything is far more enjoyable. A seven-function
bullet vibe powers the pink dildo and gives orgasms that no ordinary banana could. And
unlike other fruit dildos, it’s reusable, so you never have to worry about your toy going bad.

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

GOOD HEAD SUCKERS

Want to give better blowjobs? Try one of these suckers before you start
sucking and you’ll be giving professional-grade head in no time. From
cooling Blue Ice and warming Cinnamon to the numbing power of
Blow Berry and the mouthwatering Sour Apple, there’s a Good Head
lollipop to improve everyone’s oral skills. Each pop can be used multiple
times, too, so you can blow him away more than once.

HAPPY HOOTERS

We’ll confess that what first caught our
attention was the name, but we have to
admit that after giving it a try, it did indeed
make our hooters happy. The aloe-based
lotion feels cool as you apply it and leaves
the sensitive skin of your breasts soft and
supple and dry. Women who love having
their tits sucked and played with will
appreciate the way this moisturizes and
refreshes man-handled breasts without
leaving behind any slick, sticky residue.
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These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

BODY & SOUL CONNECTION

This 10-function vibrator isn’t just an exceptional sex
toy, it’s also a great massager. Its ergonomic design
makes it easy to hang onto for hours of pleasure, and
its dual silicone heads double your pleasure. The twin
nubs work well with lube or massage oil for even
more intense sensations, so no matter how you decide
to connect, you’ll be sure to enjoy it!

VIDEO VIXEN
STROKER:
JUELZ VENTURA

Juelz Ventura has graced
the cover of our sister
magazines Penthouse and
Girls of Penthouse and
starred in our best-selling
DVD, The Real Porn Stars of
Chatsworth, so we know
she’s one of your favorite
fantasy girls. Well, fantasize
no longer! Now you can
take Juelz home and have
your way with her. This
CyberSkin stroker was
molded directly from this
inked babe’s pink parts, so
you know it’s gonna feel as
good as the real thing. Go
on, give her a go!
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LATEX BODY PAINT
Forget fine art, we’re interested in
fine ass! But Burning Angel Latex
Body Paint lets you have both. The
smooth liquid latex dries on skin in
five to 10 minutes (larger areas
might take longer) and peels off
easily when you’re done. It comes
in Bitch Ass Black and Punk Ass
Pink, so it’s perfect for the badass
babe in your life. So paint her into
one-of-a-kind latex lingerie or
practice your graffiti—however you
express your lust, we’re sure your
paintbrush won’t be the only thing
getting wet!

Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code OCTFOR

